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to you, I note a remark in the letter which may appear to 

you erroneous ,» although I think that in fact it is correct. 

@ At the middle of p. 5 of the letter I assert that 

the target-recoil which you achieved with melons was mild 

in comparison with the trecoil" of JFK's head and body. 

Referring to your memo (p. 5), where you say that the 

melons recoil at a rate of 6 feet per second, I realized 

that I should have properly delineated the basis of ny 

assertion, not only because otherwise the assertion may 

seem to you unwarranted, but also pecause it points to 

what I think may be a very serious error in your calcu- 

lations regarding the rate of speed at which JFK's head 

moved backward. | 

i 

You caleubate the rate of speed for melons on the 

i basis of measurements derived from film taking 24 frames 

| per second; you calculate the rate for JFK on the basis 

i of measurements derived from film¢é which supposedly was 

i inet > taking ,18 frames per second. If Zapruder's camera were 

taking 18 frames, your comparison of the respective rates 

would be valid, for the speed of the camera does not 

But what if Z's camera were taking(£4 frames when it | 

yErmruietxt recorded the nead. movements? Would you not - 

then have grossly underestmated the speed of JFK's head? 

And would you noynave compared that underestimated rate 

with a correct rate for the melons? aAlvarez8s initial 

"hack of the envelope" ealculations, which you thought 

reyetriexkhexneyeM showed a proper correspondence, 

might turn out to correspond not at alil-- unless, of 

course, the components of those calculations were to 

suffer some @ort of "accommodation". 

My assertion on p. 5 of the letter is based on the 

| | belief that Z's camera was taking °4 Trames per second 

when it photographed the nead movements. I think, then, 

that the head and body were moving far faster than you 

| suppose. 
: 

What warrant have we for supposing that Z's camera 

was taking 18 frames? None, really, except that 18 frames 

4s one of the normal settings of the camera. Well, then, 

I suppose that we have equal warrant for believing that 

it was taking (24 frames, the otner normal setting of the 

camera. a = 

determine the speed of the object being photographed. | 9 \ tela



Although there is no evidence whatever which 

suggests that Z's camera Was taking 18 frames, there haa 

are two bits of evidence, each of a different kind, a 

which strongly indicate that the camera was taking 

CL ae Perhaps neither is indisputable in itself, 

ut the two corroborate one snotner well enough to 

roduce virtual certainty tnat the camera was taking 

(24 trones. With virtual certainty on one side, end 

5 evidence whatever on the other side, l think 4 

reasonable person might-feel coupelled to believe that 

the camera was taking\24)frames. The assertion that 

it wag taking 18 frameS is supported py nothing more 

than somebody's wish that it were SO. Some supports / 

On the day of the assassination, or perhaps on 

the day after, Zapruder told a Secret Service; inter- 

viewer that he was photographing at £4 frames per 

second. (You kmow the document that I refer to; Weisberg 

discusses it in PW, and Thompson presents it in the 

back of his book). I kmow that in his testimony, 

make months after the shooting, Zapruder said that he 

was not sure of the speed, but l think it is significant 

that hig initial recollection, soon after the event, 

was that he was taxing ©4 frames. It is the more sig- 

nificant because the film itself seems fii. LO Weorno DOr 

rate his belief. 

Before I go farther, let me explain the operation 

of Z's Bell & Howall camera (although you may already 

know it), and then tell what ! think happened. Subse- 

quent to that, I'il tell why I think as I do. Roffman . 

passed it to me in expanation of what appeared to me 

to be an anomaly in the film. I believeyleared it from, 

or worked it out with, Weisberg. i ms 
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The speed of Z's camera is affected by the operation 

of a single switch which haa three positions: stop; » altace poertin. 

u/ 24 frames per second (slow motion); and 18 frames per eae a 

\geéond (regular motion). The switch is operated by 9 "yr" 

finger pressure. If you press the switch down fron © 

tstop" to the position just below "stop" and hold it 

there with steady downward pressure of the finger, the 

S camera takes 24“frames; if you add pressure with your a, 

finger, you switch from °4 frames to the next lowest all 

position, 18 frames. It is possible to go easily pack» | 

and forth from one to the other, or all the way back — 

to "stop", merely by varying the finger pressure. If 

you want to begin photographing at 18 frames, you simply 

- depress hard enough so that you by-pass we4 frames" as 

ou move the switch from "stop" to ¥k# TLS frames. 

Visualize the switch like this: 
\ 

, STOP el 7 j f : é 

Re, stow) (oy FRAMES) © alt ae. 
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) he change is strikingly vivid when the film is 
viewed in motion, projected both at 18 frames per sec- 

Pos ond and at (24vVframes per second. 

~ —s- When projected at 18 frames, the movements of persons 

in the film seem abnormally slow for their circumstances-- 

here I em thinking chiefly of JFK lifting his arms T 

upward, the motion of the man on the grass who drops his 

arms after applauding, and other movements. After the 

head wounding, a very sudden change occurs; the "aim" 

of the camera drops momentarily, and immediately persons 

seem to move with faster, more natural rhythms. 

‘The change may be more evident when the fiiim is 

projected at/24>frames per second. From the time when — 

| the film begins until the time when Mrs K arises from 

| her seat, movements seem natural. But after the camera 

| @ips slightly down, things seem to move abnormally fast.. 

‘fhe change is so rapid (instantaneous, really) that I © 

cennot attribute it even to the sudden sense of haste 

ani alarm that Mrs K must have felt at the time, for her 

movements as depicted in the film are unnatural, even — 

for a person in a state of alarm. (I cannot accurately 

recall whether figures are visible in kixa the background 

of the film when the change occurs; I think not.) 
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| A written account cannot adequately describe what. 

the film shows, so I urge you to view it again, and to © 

serutinize it in light of the possibility that the speed 

of the camera changed from slow motion to normal motion 

just as Mrs K is rising from her seat. . 

Viewing the film projected at 18 frames per second, 

I see first slow motion, then normal motion; at (24 Yranes 

per second, I see first normal motion, then fast motion. 

This was my first impression when I first saw the filn, 

and it persists. 

| fhe thought keeps recurring to me that your initial 

calculations (those that seemed so strongly to support 

the "target-recoil theory"-- if I may be permitted 

unimaginatively to coin a phrase) not merely are vitiated 

py_the evidence indicating that the camera was taking 

(24 Frames per second; the calculations seem, don't they, 
strongly to suggest (if not actually to prove) that the 

8yecoil" of JFK's head and body cannot be attributed to 

vy recoil? ee 
| Larget~



It is, I believe, a logical and legitimate and 
often valuable scientific process to prove that some-— 
thing cannot be done. It seems that in seeking to 
prove one thing, you inadvertently proved the opposite. 
Well, that too often happens in science. 

What does a scientist do when he proves the 
opposite of what he set out to prove? I don't xsumgiknm 
know scientists well, but I know many honest scholars, 
and I don't suppose that they behave very differently 
from scientists. They would tkurkasexkaakxkkh not only 
disclose that they failed to prove a hypothesis, but > 

-if the matter were important (You should see some of the 
stuff we academics regard as important!), they would 
seek to inform interested persons (There are not many in 
my scholarly discipline,) that they discovered the 
opposite of what they first supposed. 

| But there are, of course, scholars who would some- 
how "accommodate" the evidence to the hypothesis. I 
don't know why they do this, but I do know that they 
do it. Some scholars are dreadful people, scoundrels. 
And they give scholarship ea bad name. 

I know well my way of writing, and I can tell by 
the increasingly facetious tone of this letter (which 
was not planned) that I am starting to feel really sound 
and solid in my belief that you are dead wrong in this 
whole undertaking; that you are worse than dead wrong; | 
that you are contibuting to the illicit undoing of an 2c 
enormous emount of sound and exceedingly laborious work done | 
by many good people over a period of many good years. 
I would be less bothered if I thought merely that you 
were undoing that work, but increasingly I feel that you 
are on the point of undoing it illicitly, without the 
least justification, and perhaps even with your growing 
suspicion that what you are about to do is illicit. 
I hope for your sake that you are harboring such sus- 
picions, for otherwise you are lost-- not only lost, 
but unrecoverable. 

If you correctly estimated all the other physical 
bases of your calculations, but grossly underestimated 
the rate at which JFK's head and body "recoil", then 
your results fully support what has, from the very _ 

beginning, been the fundamental argument which compells 
the belief that the last shot originated from the front:



the head (with the body) was too solid, too heavy, 
too swift to have been set in violent backward motion 
by any force other than a bullet delivered from the 
front. Your calculations prove that a 6.5 M-C bullet 

could not have generated sufficient force to cause 
that degree of recoil in that target. 

-Phanks. 

If you are now thinking of going back to the 
drawing board, ask yourself whether or not you are 
"accommodating". And give yourself an honest answer. 
That may be the most difficult part of your undertaking, 

but it is, and has been from the very beginning, the 

most necessary. . 

I said that the movement of JFK's head and body was 

the first and the most fundamental evidence that the last 

shot was delivered from the front. It is by no means | 

the only evidence, nor is it alone the most compelling 

evidence, although it can stand alone and still rest 

solid, as your calculations seem solidly to prove. 

There is a ballistic feature which I think positively 
establishes that JFK was hit in the head from the front, 
a feature which cannot have been caused by any other 

means. I firmly believe that this feature is positive 

in itself, without reference to any other evidence. Even 

if it were not in itself positive, it would still be - 

enormously powerful corroboration for other evidence. 

I'll discuss it in my next letter. 

still, 

Dick Bernabei


